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We report on a measurement of two-particle momentum correlations m hadromc decays of the Z ° at LEP These 
data are compared with recent analytic QCD calculatmns based on the summation of leading and next-to-leading 
logarithms, and with QCD Monte Carlo simulations We find that the analytm calculations show the same general 
features as the data, but that the overall evel of the correlations i not reproduced, suggesting that higher order or 
hadronlzatlon effects are significant This contrasts with the success of s~mllar QCD calculations mdescribing smgle- 
partmle momentum dlstrxbutlons QCD Monte Carlo models are found to give a reasonable l vel of correlation, with 
patton shower models incorporating string hadromzatlon giving the best description of the data 
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1. Introduction 
There are two principal approaches which are com- 
monly employed when applying perturbative QCD 
to the description of hadronlc final states at high 
energies The first is based on a complete order-by- 
order calculation of Feynman diagrams, in the case 
of e+e - ~ hadrons the QCD matrix elements are 
known to O(a~2), representing final states of up to 
four partons This approach ~s important, for exam- 
ple, in accurately describing hard gluon emission, but 
it is inadequate for modelling soft processes, in which 
multiple gluon emissions have to be considered In 
this regime the "leading logarithm approximation" 
(LLA) [ 1 ] is a more appropriate t chnique, in which 
the effects of multiple gluon emissions may be calcu- 
lated, for some processes A general discussion of the 
application of QCD at LEP may be found in ref [2] 
One application of the LLA is the calculation of 
the momentum spectrum of soft gluons The "lo- 
cal parton-hadron duality" (LPHD) hypothesis [3] 
may then be invoked to relate this distribution to the 
hadron momentum spectrum by a simple normahza- 
tlon factor These predictions were tested in a pre- 
vious paper [4] in which the OPAL Collaboration 
presented a measurement of the distribution of ( = 
In( 1/Xp) for charged parttcles, where Xp = 2p/Ecm, p
being the particle momentum and Ecru the centre-of- 
mass energy The distribution showed a roughly gaus- 
slan form centred around ~ = 3 6 Both the shape of 
the distribution around the peak and its dependence 
on centre-of-mass energy were well described by an- 
alytic QCD calculations in the LLA framework, in 
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which leading and next-to-leading terms were consid- 
ered The treatment of  coherence ffects between soft 
gluons was important in achieving a good description 
of the data Similar results have been found for other 
particle species at LEP [ 5 ] 
A recent paper [6] has extended these coherent 
next-to-leading calculations to the two-particle mo- 
mentum distribution In particular the normahzed 
correlation function is calculated 
O (2) (~1,~2) 
R(¢1,~2) = D( I ) (~I )D( I ) (~2)  ,
where 
D(I)(~) -- _ _  1 dn 
N~vents d~ 
and 
1 d2n 
D(2) (~1,~2) = 
Nevents d¢l d~2 
R (~l, ~2) is symmetric with respect o ~1 and ~2 The 
form of R(~I,~2) is predicted by QCD, in the next- 
to-leading logarithm approximation, to be 
R(~1,~2) -- Cl -~- C2(~1 + ~2) + c3(~1-  ~2) 2 , (1) 
where the coefficients are given in terms of the energy 
scale Q (taken to be Ecru ) and a QCD scale parameter 
A 
1 262 
Cl = 1 375 [ In(Q/A)  ]1/2 , 
0 877 
c2-  [ln(Q/A)]3/2, 
1 125 
c3 = [ ln(Q/A)  ]2 (2) 
The unknown normahzatton factor associated with 
the LPHD hypothesis cancels between D (1) and D(2), 
and thus the prediction involves just one free param- 
eter, the effective QCD scale, A The present calcu- 
lations are not avatlable to suffioently Mgh order for 
this to correspond to A~--g, nor is it necessarily the 
same as the A which appears in the analogous cal- 
culation of the single-particle spectrum However, it 
would be expected to be of comparable magnitude, i e 
a few hundred MeV, and if this were not so it would 
suggest that higher order contributions are important 
The general features predicted are that the correla- 
tion should be greatest when the particles have equal 
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momenta (~1 = ~2) and should increase towards low 
momentum (large ~) A calculation to leading order 
[7] predicts a correlation function with the leading 
asymptotic behavlour of c~ (cL = 1 375), and the 
quadratic oefficient, c3 (as given in eq (2)) ,  but no 
hnear term (c2 = 0) The next-to-leading corrections 
are substantial, and in particular the increase towards 
large values of ~ only anses in next-to-leading order 
In this letter we present measurements of R (~,  ~2) 
for charged particles using the OPAL detector at LEP, 
and compare them with the analytic QCD predictions 
There are no previously published data relating to 
R (~,  ~2), so these measurements constitute a new test 
of QCD We also compare the data with QCD Monte 
Carlo calculations This allows us to investigate the 
effects of hadronlzat~on, and may also prowde an in- 
teresting new test of the fragmentation models them- 
selves, since the Monte Carlo programs have never 
been tuned to these features of data 
2. The OPAL detector and data sample 
A detailed escription of the OPAL detector is g~ven 
m ref [8] 
The detector elements most relevant for this anal- 
ysis are the central tracking detectors The central 
detector components used for the present study were 
three systems of drift chambers The innermost is 
a high precision "vertex detector", of radms 24 cm, 
providing up to 18 measurements per track with a 
precision of about 50 #m in the plane transverse 
to the beams This is surrounded by a large "jet 
chamber" which provides up to 159 measured space 
points per track w~th a precision of typically 140/t in 
m the transverse plane Outside this, at a radius of 
about 190 era, is a system of "z-chambers" which 
allow improved measurement of the polar angle 0 
These detectors are all located within a solenoidal 
magnet providing a field of 0 435 T The momen- 
tum resolution may be represented as o (P r ) /PT  = 
~/(0 0018pT) 2 + (0 02) 2 (with PT In GeV/c)  The 
average angular esolutaon which is currently achieved 
is about 0 1 mrad in the azimuthal angle about the 
beam axis and better than 10 mrad in the polar angle 
This analysis is based on charged particles pro- 
duced m multxhadronic decays of the Z ° boson The 
data were collected w~th the OPAL detector in 1990 
and 1991 at centre-of-mass energaes between 88 3 and 
94 3 GeV The trigger and multihadromc event se- 
lection are discussed in ref [9 ] and ref [ 10 ] respec- 
twely Their efficiency for accepting multlhadromc 
events m the angular ange used m the present anal- 
ysis is estimated to be greater than 99 6% For this 
analysis, ad&tional criteria were applied m order to 
eliminate poorly measured tracks and to obtain well 
contained events The central jet chamber and its 
trigger system were reqmred to be fully operational 
Charged tracks were accepted if they originated from 
within 2 cm of the interaction point in the plane 
perpendicular to the beams, and within 50 cm in the 
longitudinal &rectlon Each charged track was re- 
qmred to have a transverse momentum wath respect 
to the beam direction of more than 150 MeV/c and 
at least 40 measured space points m the jet chamber 
Hadromc events were required to contain at least five 
charged tracks satisfying the above criteria, the sum 
of the energies of the charged tracks was reqmred to 
exceed 5 GeV and the polar angle of the thrust axis 
was reqmred to satisfy [cos0thr~sd < 0 9 Starting 
from a data sample of about 20 8 pb -~, correspond- 
mg to approximately 490 000 multlhadronlc events 
collected by OPAL, we obtained 389 195 events after 
apphcatxon of these cuts 
3. Measurement of R(~I, ~2) 
Using tracks selected by the criteria hsted in sec- 
tion 2 we computed the single- and two-particle mo- 
mentum spectra D (1) (~) and D (2) (~l, ~2) and thus the 
correlation function R(~l,~2) We have concentrated 
on the region where the ~ values for both particles at- 
1stied 
25<~<45 , 
which corresponds to the region m which the ana- 
lytic QCD calculations gave a satisfactory descrip- 
tion of the single-particle spectrum [4] The particle 
momenta therefore lie between 0 5 and 3 8 GeV/c 
At larger momenta (smaller ~) we would expect 
contributions from hard processes which may not 
be correctly reproduced m the LLA QCD calcula- 
tions, whdst at lower momenta (larger ~) where the 
momenta become comparable w~th the plon mass, 
kinematic effects are hkely to become important 
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The correlation functton was corrected for detec- 
tor resolution and acceptance effects using a detailed 
Monte Carlo simulation of the detector [11 ] A sim- 
ple bin-by-bin correction was applied to the correla- 
tion, with correction factors given by 
Rgen (~1, ~2 )
C(~1,~2) -  R~e,(~l,¢2) ' 
where Rgen and Rdet refer to the correlation functions 
of the generated and detected charged particles respec- 
tively The generated charged particles were taken to 
be those remaining after particles with average hfe- 
times less than 3 × 10 - l°  s have decayed Most accep- 
tance effects cancel in the correlation, with the con- 
sequence that the correction factors were very close 
to unity throughout the momentum range considered, 
they ranged between 0 997 and 1 014, with an aver- 
age value of 1 006 For this correction procedure to 
be valid it is necessary that the bin width be signif- 
icantly greater than the experimental resolution, this 
condition is comfortably satisfied by our choice of 
bins of width A~ = 0 1, which compares with the av- 
erage experimental resolution of ~ = 0 023 in the 
region under study The bm width chosen gives rea- 
sonably small statlsUcal errors and is also the same 
as in our earlier study of the single-particle distribu- 
tion [4] The corrections were computed using the 
JETSET parton shower model [ 12 ], with parameters 
tuned to OPAL data on global event shapes [13], 
as the input to the detector simulaUon A sample of 
424 823 Monte Carlo events (after cuts) was used to 
calculate these corrections 
Systematic uncertainties in the correction factors 
were assessed by use of a sample of events in which 
the HERW1G parton shower model [ 14 ] was used as 
the mput to the detector simulaUon program When 
these HERWlG events were used to correct he data 
a small but systematic difference from the data cor- 
rected using JETSET was seen, consistent with 0 005 
throughout the (~i,~2) plane Accordingly a system- 
atic error o f i0  005 was assigned to the measured val- 
ues of R (~t, ~2 )
The event and track selecUon cuts were varied, and 
the corrected correlation function was recalculated in
each case In all cases the change in the correlation was 
completely negligible, and well within the statistical 
error As anticipated, systematic uncertainties have a 
tendency to cancel m the normalized correlation No 
R(°)•PAL 
/o:1 
(b) 
45 . , , ~ , . , 
4 
V 
35 
3 
2525 3 3.5 4 ~,45 
Fig I (a) The two-particle momentum correlation function 
R(~I,~a) plotted as a function o f ( l  and ~2 (b) bands m 
the ((1, (2) plane along which the values of the correlation 
will be plotted 
additional systematic error was assigned as a result of 
these studies 
The OPAL detector underwent significant modifi- 
cations between 1990 and 1991, including the instal- 
latton of a new beam pipe and a mlcrovertex detec- 
tor, which led to some differences in the detector ac- 
ceptance These effects are adequately modelled by 
the simulation program, and the corrected ata for 
R (~l, (2) showed excellent agreement between the two 
periods, within the statistical errors We have there- 
fore averaged the two corrected ata samples, weight- 
ing them by the reciprocals of the squares of the er- 
rors 
The corrected correlation function is shown in 
fig l a The distribution is necessarily symmetric 
about the line ~ = ~2 We observe that the corre- 
lation function is greater than unity in this region 
of (~l, ~z) space, indicating that positive momentum 
correlations are present In order to compare the data 
with QCD predictions, and in order to present he 
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errors clearly, m the subsequent dlscusston we show 
the value of R (~1, ~2) along s~x narrow bands in the 
(~b ~2)  plane 
(I) 1~ -~21 < 01, 
(II) 04<~-~2<06,  
(III) 09<~-~z< 11,  
(IV) 59 < ~ + ~2 < 61,  
(V) 69<~1+~2<71,  
(VI) 79<~1 +~2<81 
These bands are shown m fig lb, and the values of 
R(~1,~2)  along these bands are hsted m Table 1 The 
errors include the statistical error on the data and on 
the correctmn factors, and also the systematic error 
4-0 005 discussed above, added m quadrature Bands 
II, III, V and VI are extended shghtly outside the re- 
gmn shown m fig 1 m order to tllustrate the behavlour 
of the correlation over a w~der ange 
4. Comparison with analytic QCD calculations 
Fig 2 shows the measured ata for R (~l, ~2) along 
the sxx bands described above We see that m broad 
terms the data show the features expected from the 
QCD formula in eq (1) These are that the correla- 
tton should be strongest when the two parhcles have 
the same momentum, ~ = ~2, and that the strength 
of the correlatxon should increase towards larger ~, 1 e 
lower momentum Specifically, the behavmur ts pre- 
dicted to be hnear along theoe hnes of constant ~1 -- ~2, 
(I, II and I I I) ,  all with the same slope, and quadratic 
along the orthogonal hnes of constant ~1 + ~z (IV, V 
and VI),  all w~th the same curvature The data con- 
firm that the correlatmn is greatest where ~1 -~- ~2 
(lme I) and increases with ~1 + ~2 The increase wtth 
~1 + ~2 demonstrates the importance of the next-to- 
leading contributions, ince the c2 term m eq (1) is 
absent o leading order However there ~s evtdence for 
a flattening off of the slope towards large values of ~, 
which is not predxcted by the theory 
The curves m fig 2 show the predlctxons of eq (1) 
for several values of the QCD effective scale A in the 
range 50 MeV to 1 GeV The value which gave a satis- 
factory descrtptmn of the smgle-parhcle dlstnbutmn 
was A = 255 + 26 MeV [4] We see that the slopes 
R14 14 , I,v - -  
)) ~) . ) . )  
11 ~, ) , , c  ) OPAL DATA , , , '  * . , ,  
I ~ 1 ' " "  ' ' . . . .  ' . . . .  ' ' ' " "  
5 6 7 8 9 -2 -1 0 1 2 
r 1 4 ~ r 1 4 ~  
12 12 
11 11 
1 1 
5 6 7 S 9 -2 1 0 l 2 
14 
13 
12 
11 
1 
5 
14 
, i  
* ' t ' ' 1  . . . .  I . . . .  I I I I I  1 
7 S 9 
¢, + ¢, 
~71 -- ~7 2
, . , t  . . . .  1 . . . .  l . , .  
-2 -1 0 l 2 
Fig 2 Comparison of data with analyhc QCD calculatmns 
Note that the zero is suppressed on the R ax~s The three 
sohd curves represent the next-to-leading QCD calculations 
for three values of A, 1000 MeV (highest curve), 255 MeV 
(the value which best described the slngle-partxcle data) 
and 50 MeV (lowest curve) The dashed curves indicate the 
leading order QCD calculations for A = 255 MeV 
of the measured correlation m bands I, II, III, and the 
curvatures along bands IV, V, VI, are broadly slmdar 
to those predicted by the analytic QCD formula, but 
that the theory falls to reproduce the overall level of 
the correlation xn the data for any reasonable value 
of A This may be demonstrated quantitatively by fit- 
tlng eq (1) to the full R(~1,~2) distribution m the 
range 2 5 < ~ < 4 5, but treating Cl, c2 and c3 as 
Independent free parameters The resulting fit (with 
z2 /DOF= 1800/207) yielded Cl = 0 928 + 0 002, 
c2 = 0 025+0 003 andc3 = -0  021+0 003 If values 
of A are derived from each of these coefficients m turn 
~G+38 using eq (2) we obtain 32 + 2, 2+~ and vv 27 MeV 
respectively The inconsistency of these values, and 
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Table 1 
Measured values of the two-particle correlation R (~l, ~2) The values in the leftmost column refer to the centres of the bins, 
which are of width 4-0 1 The data are corrected for the finite acceptance and resolution of the detector The errors include 
statistical and systematic uncertainties, added in quadrature 
Band I Band II Band III 
([~l -~21 < 0 1) (04 <~:1 -~2 < 0 6) (09 <~1-~2< 11) 
~i + ~2 R(~I,~2) R(~l,~2) R(~I,~2) 
5 1 10464-0007 10164-0006 09904-0006 
53 10574-0007 10344-0006 1001+0006 
55 10494-0007 10414-0006 1012+0006 
5 7 1 066 4- 0 007 1 053 4- 0 006 1 028 4- 0 006 
5 9 1 077 4- 0 007 1 064 4- 0 006 1 037 4- 0 006 
6 1 1 082 4- 0 007 1 070 4- 0 006 1 052 4- 0 006 
6 3 1 094 -+- 0 007 1 078 4- 0 006 1 057 4- 0 006 
6 5 1 102 4- 0 007 1 090 4- 0 006 1 067 4- 0 006 
67  1 1174-0007 10954-0006 10754-0006 
69  1 116+0007 1 1044-0006 10824-0006 
7 1 1 122 4- 0 007 1 108 4- 0 006 1 082 4- 0 006 
7 3 1 1264-0007 1 1124-0006 1 0884-0006 
7 5 1 133 4- 0 007 1 121 4- 0 006 1 099 4- 0 006 
77 1 1234-0007 1 1174-0006 1 0964-0006 
79 1 1334-0007 1 1164-0006 1 1004-0006 
8 1 1 1254-0006 1 1164-0006 1 1044-0006 
83  1 1374-0006 1 1204-0006 1 1034-0006 
8 5 1 1304-0006 1 1204-0006 1 1074-0006 
87  1 1264-0006 1 128+0006 1 1134-0006 
89 1 141 4-0006 1 1334-0006 1 1224-0006 
Band IV Band V Band VI 
(5 9< ~l +~2<6 i)  (6 9< ~l +~2<7 1) (7 9< ~i +~2<8 1) 
[~1 -- ~2[ R(~I ,~2) R(~I , (2 )  R(~I ,~2) 
01 1080-t -0006 1 119+0006 1 1284-0006 
03  1 079-t-0006 i 112-t-0006 1 1294-0006 
05  10694-0006 1 108+0006 1 116+0006 
07  10624-0006 1098+0006 1 1114-0006 
0 9 1 047 4- 0 006 1 097 4- 0 006 1 109 -I- 0 006 
1 1 1 038 4- 0 006 1 084 4- 0 006 1 098 4- 0 006 
1 3 1 030 4- 0 006 1 071 4- 0 006 1 096 4- 0 006 
1 5 10114-0006 1062+0006 10844-0006 
1 7 1 004 4- 0 006 1 048 4- 0 006 1 080 4- 0 006 
1 9 0 985 4- 0 006 1 040 4- 0 006 1 072 -I- 0 006 
the large value o fz2 /DOF,  ind icate that  the data can- 
not  be f itted by the present  QCD calculat ions This  
suggests that  h igher  order  cont r ibut ions  may be im- 
por tant  This  may not  be unexpected,  m view of  the 
dashed curve in fig 2, which shows the leading order  
QCD pred ic t ion  for A = 255 MeV This  differs sub- 
stantml ly f rom the next- to- leading curve, lying above 
it over  most  of  the region under  cons iderat ion  Since 
the next-to- leading correct ion is large, it would not be 
too surpr is ing i f  still h igher order  terms were needed 
The next order  terms are expected to be reduced by 
an addi t iona l  factor of  ( ln (Q /A) ) -½ with respect o 
those in eq (2) [15],  and  terms of  this form with co- 
eff icients of  order  unity could account  for the discrep- 
ancies between the f itted and  calculated c values 
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5. Comparison with QCD Monte Carlo programs 
Having seen that the analytic QCD calculations 
are unable to account for the data, it ts lnstructtve 
to examine QCD Monte Carlo models, which m 
some sense incorporate higher order effects through 
the hadromzatton process We discuss the following 
models 
- JETSET version 7 3 [12] with a coherent parton 
shower and string fragmentation The parameters 
were tuned to fit OPAL data on event shapes [ 13] 
The JETSET model offers many convenient mecha- 
msms for changing the parton shower and hadromza- 
hon parameters, ome of which we discuss below 
- HERWIG version 5 4 [14] with a coherent par- 
ton shower and cluster fragmentation The parame- 
ters were tuned to fit OPAL data on event shapes #l 
- ARIADNE versxon 3 1 [ 16] with a coherent par- 
ton shower based on a colour dipole formulation and 
string fragmentaUon The parameters were tuned to 
fit OPAL data on event shapes [13 ] 
- CO JETS version 6 12 [ 17 ] with an incoherent par- 
ton shower and independent fragmentation The pa- 
rameters were tuned by the authors to fit OPAL data 
on event shapes We also examined CO JETS version 
6 20, which uses different fragmentation parameters 
for quarks and gluons in an attempt to fit data on the 
"string effect" at LEP [ 18 ] 
In fig 3 we compare our data with the three coher- 
ent parton shower models, JETSET, HERWIG and 
ARIADNE ARIADNE gives an excellent fit to the 
data throughout JETSET hes shghtly below the data 
(by 0 010 on average), whde HERWIG is the least 
successful of these models, showing stronger correla- 
tions than the data (by 0 024 on average), and par- 
t~cularly overestimating the correlations at large val- 
ues of ~ It should be recalled that the parameters of 
the Monte Carlo models were chosen by fitting data 
on global event shapes, and that this fitting proce- 
dure therefore led to estimates of the uncertainties 
on these parameters We have investigated the effect 
; ]  The tuning procedure follows ref [ 13], though HER- 
WIG 5 4 includes the exact first order QCD matrix el- 
ement, which leads to a much better fit to the event 
shape data than HERWIG 3 4 which was considered m
ref [ 13 ] With version 5 4 the fit is essentially as good 
as with JETSET The OPAL-tuned parameters are the 
defaults in HERWIG 5 4 
12 
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Fig 3 Comparison of data w:th coherent patton shower 
Monte Carlo models, ARIADNE (sohd), JETSET (dashed) 
and HERWIG (dotted) 
of varying the string hadromzatxon parameters a and 
crq of JETSET within the ranges given m ref [13], 
and find that the values of R(~l,~2) vary by about 
5:0 006 on average These variations are thus compa- 
rable with the size of the differences between the data 
and the JETSET model If the parameters of HER- 
WIG are similarly altered we find that R (~1, ~2 ) vanes 
over a range of about ±0 007 We thus conclude that 
the data do not show any substantial disagreement 
with these models when reasonable uncertainties m 
the hadronlzatlon parameters (such that the global 
event shapes are still well modelled) are taken into 
account, with the possible xception of HERWIG m 
the large ~ region 
In fig 4 we compare our data with mcoherent par- 
ton shower models Neither of the versions of CO- 
JETS gives a parhculady good representation f the 
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correlation data, w]th vers]on 6 12 tending to under- 
estimate the correlation, and version 6 20 yielding too 
strong a correlation especially at large ¢ (low momen- 
tum) However, m the latter case the agreement is at 
least as good as with HERWIG (fig 3) We have also 
taken JETSET, with coherence ffects &sabled, and 
reopt]mized the string hadronizatlon parameters soas 
to fit the OPAL event shape data as well as the slngle- 
parUcle dlstlabution =2 We see that this version ofthe 
model yields a result very similar to version 6 20 of 
CO JETS If instead we use the independent fragmen- 
tation option in JETSET with coherence disabled (not 
shown) the agreement with data is significantly less 
~¢2 The parameters u ed were MSTJ(42) = 1, MSTJ(44) 
= l, PARJ(81) = A = 044 GeV, PARJ(82) = Q0 = 
1 45 GeV, PARJ(21)=trq = 0 44 GeV, PARJ(41) = a 
= 0 18 and PARJ(42) = b = 0 65 GeV 2 
good, with an even stronger correlation at large ~ In 
this context it may be useful to recall our analysis of 
the single-particle distribution [4], where it was found 
that an incoherent model, based on JETSET, could fit 
the data if string fragmentation were employed, but 
not if mdependent fragmentation was chosen 
We have used the JETSET model to investigate 
other non-perturbat]ve effects which could be ex- 
pected to affect the correlations In most cases the ef- 
fects prove to be small, and certainly insufficient to 
explain the large difference in the level of the cor- 
relations between the analytic calculations and the 
data We therefore describe the results of these studies 
briefly, without showing detailed results in figures 
Our standard version of JETSET does not in- 
clude the effect of Bose-Einstein correlations between 
mesons, although these have been observed in data at 
LEP [19,20] Bose-Einstein correlations may, how- 
ever, be implemented in the model as an option 
When this was done, the two-particle correlation in 
the model was shghtly increased along band I (~l = 
~2) only, particularly at high ~ or low momentum, and 
m fact gave better agreement with the data In the re- 
gion 7 < ~l + ~2 < 9 along band I R(~l,~2) rose by 
0 016 on average 
The presence of resonance decays might also be ex- 
pected to influence the level of correlation We have 
pursued two approaches to assess the influence of res- 
onance decays Firstly, we reduced by a factor of two 
the production of vector mesons in JETSET, adjust- 
mg the other hadronlzatlon parameters soas to main- 
tam a good description of the event shape and single- 
particle data, but not modlfymg the parameters gov- 
erning the patton shower #3 These changes in the 
model caused a neghglble change in the correlations 
Secondly, we examined the correlations between the 
charged hadrons in JETSET at the stage before reso- 
nance decays (of the 1- hght meson nonet, the 3/2 + 
light baryon decuplet and the ~/and ~/' mesons) and 
weak decays of strange mesons and baryons were per- 
formed One might hope that these "primary" hadrons 
would reflect the underlying soft parton structure 
:~3 Those parameters modified from our default val- 
ues were PARJ(ll) = 025, PARJ(12) = 030, 
PARJ(13) = 0 375 to reduce the vector meson yield, 
and PARJ(21) = aq = 033 GeV, PARJ(41) = a = 
0 34 to achieve the correct multlphclty and event shapes 
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more closely We found that the value ofR (~1, ~2) was 
slightly increased at lower values of ~, and reduced at 
large values, so that the slope along bands I, II and III 
was much reduced The overall level was scarcely af- 
fected, so that agreement with the analytic QCD cal- 
culations was in no way improved We also consid- 
ered the effect of including all final state particles, 
both charged and neutral, instead of just charged par- 
ticles in the correlation - this led to a small systematic 
reduction of the correlation by 0 014 
As a further inveshgation of the effects of 
hadromzation, we have examined JETSET with the 
QCD O(a 2) matrix element option and string frag- 
mentation, with parameters tuned to OPAL data as 
described in ref [21] This model includes only a 
small part of the gluon coherence ffects, from the 
q~gg final state, so in the region we are studying we 
may expect most of the correlation to come from the 
string hadronizatxon Although this model fits the 
OPAL event shape data significantly less well than the 
parton shower models, it nevertheless gives a reason- 
ably good description of the correlations, especially 
for ~ + ~2 < 7, though it flattens off and shghtly un- 
derestimates the correlation at larger ~ For example, 
in the region 5 < ~1 + ~2 < 7 along band I R(~l,~2) 
lay below the data by 0 010 on average, whilst in 
7 < ~ + ~2 < 9 the average discrepancy was 0 021 
6. Discussion and summary 
We have presented, for the first time, data on two- 
particle momentum correlations at small momentum 
fractions in hadronic final states produced In e+e -
collisions The data have been compared with QCD 
calculations performed in the (next-to-) leading loga- 
rithm approximation, which are closely related to cal- 
culations which were succesfully applied to the de- 
scription of single-particle spectra t LEP and in e + e- 
experiments at lower energies The data exhibit a pos- 
itive correlation, with the general features predicted 
by the analytic QCD calculations, namely a correla- 
tion which is greatest when the particles have equal 
momenta, and which increases towards low momenta 
However, the overall level of the correlation lies sig- 
nificantly below the QCD prediction, for any reason- 
able value of the QCD effective scale parameter A It 
therefore appears that higher order corrections may 
not be negligible, and/or that hadromzation effects are 
likely to be significant given the presently available 
QCD calculations Indeed, the next-to-leading contri- 
bution in eq (2) is sizeable, so it would not be sur- 
prising if higher orders still were needed in order to 
describe the data It should also be noted that the pre- 
diction for the single-particle distribution contains an 
arbitrary normalization factor, which might be able to 
absorb some of the higher order effects in the single- 
particle case, but which cancels in the definition of 
the two-particle correlation 
This situation IS reminiscent of the behaviour which 
has been seen for the higher moments of the charged 
multiplicity distribution for e+e - ~ hadrons The 
multiplicity moments (n) and (n (n - l )) are simply 
the integrals over ~ of the momentum spectra D ~) 
and D~21 which contribute to the correlation R (~1, ~2) 
The next-to-leading QCD prediction for the average 
multiplicity (n) is known, up to a normalization con- 
stant, and the data can be well fitted by the QCD form 
with a reasonable value of A, around 140 MeV [22- 
24] The QCD prediction for the second binomial 
moment (n (n - 1 )) is also available, and if the ratio 
( n ( n - 1 ) ) / ( n ) 2 is formed the normahzatlon cancels 
and the prediction depends on the QCD scale A only 
The next-to-leading term in the QCD calculation of 
(n (n - 1 ) ) / (n )  2 is however quite large, and the data 
cannot be described with a reasonable value of A [23 ], 
the QCD prediction lying above the data, indicating 
the importance of yet higher orders 
Comparison between the data and parton shower 
Monte Carlo models based on the LLA approach 
shows good agreement in general ARIADNE gives 
the closest agreement with the data JETSET slightly 
underestimates the level of correlation, but is prob- 
ably not incompatible once systematic uncertainties 
are taken into account HERWIG predicts too strong 
a correlation, especially at low momentum The re- 
sults seem not to be too sensitive to the presence 
of coherence In the parton shower, so long as the 
hadronization parameters are appropriately tuned to 
fit other features of the data Likewise, a model based 
on the O(a~) matrix element formulation of QCD 
with string fragmentation, which embodies rather 
little explicit coherence, also fits the data quite well 
The effect of Bose-Einstein correlations on the two- 
particle correlation appears to be rather small, and 
is only evident where ~l and C2 are nearly equal and 
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both large (1 e at low momentum) The effect of res- 
onance decays on the overall level of the correlation 
function also seems to be rather small, and princi- 
pally affects the lower ~ region Thus uncertainties in
resonance yields are unlikely to influence our results 
It may be noted that the QCD Monte Carlo models 
generally differ from one another much more at the 
parton level than at the hadron level In no case does 
the correlation at the parton level agree with the cor- 
relation predicted in eqs (1) and (2) There are dif- 
ferences in the way the leading log approximation is
implemented m different models [25] Furthermore, 
there are differences in the treatment of mass effects 
and cutoffs in the Monte Carlo models compared to 
the analytical calculations One effect ~s that the mo- 
mentum dlstnbut~ons of the partons in the Monte 
Carlo models cut off within the region of~ considered 
for the present analysis, so that it is not appropriate to 
compare the two-particle correlation for the partons 
in the models with the analytic QCD calculations 
In summary, we have presented new data on two- 
particle momentum correlations, for comparison with 
recent analytic QCD calculations Since there is no 
arbitrary normalization factor m the analytic alcula- 
tion, the two-particle correlations could be regarded 
as a more stringent test of the QCD calculations than 
the analogous ingle-particle distribution which has 
hitherto been investigated The observed correlation 
exhibits the general features predicted, though with 
some significant differences, which may plausibly be 
attributed to terms of  higher order than presently cal- 
culated QCD Monte Carlo models, despite substan- 
tial differences in their treatment at the parton level, 
are seen to describe the data at the hadron level quite 
well This suggests that, given the order to which 
the analytic QCD calculations are currently avail- 
able, the correlation may be significantly modified by 
hadronizatlon effects, which could presumably ab- 
sorb the higher order effects, or equivalently that the 
LPHD hypothesis may not be applicable in this case 
It therefore seems likely that higher order calculations 
would be needed m order to achieve anything more 
than qualitative agreement between analytic QCD 
pre&ctlons and data for two-particle correlations 
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